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You're a mess
Like the rest
You're just out of control
And you hope 
For the best
But you already know
There's a lesson to learn
But I bet you ignore it all
I confess that I left you
To be on your own
I'm not holding my breath
Cos you'll just let me drown
In your ocean of lies
While you just keep moving on.

But it won't be long
Until all is lost 
And you can't believe
Where the time has gone
It's too late (It's too late)
Its escaped before your eyes

I've got you standing on the edge now
Trying not to look down
Wishing you could back out
Hoping that I don't see
How much you wanna break down
You're nothing but a fake now
And everybody knows
You're keeping the lie alive tonight
(But now it's time to put an end to all you are)
I will never let you get away with this again

You're a wreck
And I'm guessing 
You've never been told
Cos you're falling apart
But your heads in the clouds
And the view from the sky's 
So good that you won't look down
If you think for a second
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That you're not alone
Then I think you're forgetting 
I already know 
You've been trying to hide
To escape from being found

But it won't be long
Until all is lost 
And you can't believe
Where the time has gone
It's too late (It's too late)
Its escaped before your eyes

I've got you standing on the edge now
Trying not to look down
Wishing you could back out
Hoping that I don't see
How much you wanna break down
You're nothing but a fake now
And everybody knows
You're keeping the lie alive tonight
(But now it's time to put an end to all you are)
I will never let you get away with this again

You're a mess
Like the rest
You're just out of control
And you hope 
For the best
But you already know
There's a lesson to learn
But I bet you ignore it all
I confess that I left you
To be on your own
I'm not holding my breath
Cos you'll just let me drown
In your ocean of lies
While you just keep moving on.

I've got you standing on the edge now
Trying not to look down
Wishing you could back out
Hoping that I don't see
How much you wanna break down
You're nothing but a fake now
And everybody knows
You're keeping the lie alive tonight
(But now it's time to put an end to all you are)
I will never let you get away with this again
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